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 The last knight of an army aims to avenge his homeland and to destroy all his enemies by himself.

Lost is a very short game but with a relatively high game difficulty. Are you able to defeat the enemy?

 Features:

■ Beautiful 2D atmosphere!
■ Different enemies with different weapons!

■ Very beautiful music!
■ Excellent gameplay!
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Title: Lost
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
RewindApp
Publisher:
RewindApp
Release Date: 9 Jul, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8/10 - 64bits

Processor: 2 GHz Intel Pentium 4 or AMD Athlon or equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD graphique

Storage: 300 MB available space

Sound Card: All

English
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Bought it with a coupon from friend..

turns out it is a pretty good game.. A wealth of puzzles. Good brain teasers. Some of the puzzles are pretty difficult so it should
supply hours of frustration getting all those achievements! However, the eco-friendy messages are really annoying.. Heheh, nice
little references with the glasses :p. This game was pretty fun, but only for about an hour. Unlocks took a bit too long to unlock.
I was already bored of my existing weapons by the time I got the new ones. The game lacks any real ability to bring yourself
back from poor performance so it misses out on the rush of a comeback that games like Crawl do so well. Surviving a level was
always overshadowed by "well now my health is low for the next level." The sheer amount of enemies can be a little
overwhelming so I always ended up missing the enemies that really mattered until it was too late, which would be forgiveable if
all punishments didn't hurt your entire run. I also may have been missing enemies because the camera is not centered on the
player, but enemies can still come from the short side of the screen which gives them an arbitrary advantage. Ultimately it just
ended up feeling like a slow crawl towards inevitable death and that crawl didn't feel particularly engaging.. Excellent game!
This game serves to prove that I made the right choice in becoming a land development engineer and not a structural engineer :).
They have apparently removed Red Shell since I posted this review originally.

https://www.reddit.com/r/Steam/comments/8pud8b/psa_red_shell_spyware_holy_potatoes_were_in_space/. Doesn't work....
best game ever. Nice scenery and landscapes, nice signalling. You can also drive ICE scenarios if you have the ICE add-on.

The ring sounds at the level crossings are really terribly bad.

There are 2 drawbacks, which appear only with the ICE scenarios:

- signalling is not fully correct, braking distance is not always long enough after a warning signal. So you have to redo the
scenario, anticipating the signal to begin braking, which really kills the mood.
- the schedule is such that you have to drive at full line speed all the time, no leeway. This is boring and not realistic.
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Awful, every aspect is broken and unplayable.. i enjoy this mostly remind me more like sonic & kirby together 2D platform
race to the finish with weapon power ups game of the year. If someone can explain to me how to use the battle system like in
the third picture, that would be great, I really need it for my game.... THE FIRST GAME WHICH HYPNITIZED ME. BEST
GAME EVER #########SPOILER ALERT#####################
#####################################################CONTAINS HITLER. This game is absolutely amazing.
Sure, it doesn't have Killing Floor gamemode, but besides that everything is just as fun as you would expect a Killing Floor VR
game to be. The campaign is interesting and quite fun.. I love this game. I cannot wait until they make more!. Don't do it.

Got it for $.99 thinking it's just a dollar. That money would have been better off in the trash.
Controls are terrible, gameplay in general is crap. It's 2016 and there's no episode 2 for obvious reasons. Ain't worth it.. So far
so good. That graphics and sound, the atomosphere, and especially the camera angles are highly reminiscent of classic Resident
Evil and Silent HIll games. The only downside to the 1st part in my opinion is the final battle (if you can call it that) with the
shark, but otherwise this is a good start and I can't wait to see what the rest has in store. If you're hesitant to get this, just keep in
mind it's only $5 and should keep you busy for around 2-3 hrs.
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